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…AND…

…have a built-in “WOW” factor

such as…



ANTIMATTER
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The Higgs Boson, also known as
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Some features of the modules:



Some features of the modules:

ü Lesson plans that can be easily 
integrated into national science 
curricula.

http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/
http://www.udir.no/Tema/In-English/
http://www.ibo.org/myp/

The following slides use curricula from Ontario (Canada), Norway 
and The International Baccalaureate Middle Years Programme. For 
more information, please consult the following links:
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Cloud Chamber Experiment

http://teachers.web.cern.ch/teachers/document/cloud-final.pdf
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Some features of the modules:

ü Lesson plans that can be easily 
integrated into national science 
curricula.

ü Incorporation of an 
experimental component.

ü Videoconferencing possibilities.



Photos are  from a videoconference held between CERN and physics students at  
Berg videregående skole in Oslo, Norway on September 10th, 2008. 

Participating physicists were Erik Adli (University of Oslo) and Mick Storr (CERN) 
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Possible Format for a Lesson:

The “Cinematic” Approach

� The Teaser Thought-provoking question (with a “WOW”)

� Opening Credits An overview, including minimum required 
background knowledge in science (and math)

� The Story  The body of the lesson plan

� The End Credits Summary of the important concepts, glossary

� Post-Credits   Exercises, including problem-solving

Special Effects:  
Interactive materials, hands-on experiments, possible extension material
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&

Paul Dirac

Star Trek
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Supporting equations:

E = mc 2

E 2 = mc 2( )2
+ pc( ) 2



&

iγ µ∂ µ − m( )ψ = 0



Supporting experiments:

ATRAP

NA62

LHCb

ALPHA

CAST

AMS
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CERN Education Group

Star Trek
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Executive Producer

Rolf Landua

Star Trek



Screenplay

Terrence Baine

Star Trek



Directed by

Star Trek



Directed by

[Insert Teacher’s Name Here]

Star Trek
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…motivated by Science Fiction
Can antimatter be used to fuel spacecraft 

as in Star Trek?



Spock: As I recall the pattern of our fuel flow, there is an access
tube leading to the matter-antimatter reaction chamber.

Scotty: Aye, there’s a service crawlway, but it’s not meant to be
used when the integrator operates.

Spock: Still, it is there and it may be possible to shut off the flow
of fuel at that point.

Scotty: What with? Bare hands?

Spock: A magnetic probe.

From the Star Trek (Original Series) Season 3 episode “That Which Survives”.
First aired 0n North American television on January 24, 1969.



Scotty: Any matter that comes in contact with antimatter triggers
the explosion. And I’m not even sure a man can live in a
crawlway in the energy stream of the magnetic field that
bottles up the antimatter!

Spock: I shall try.



…motivated by Science Fiction
What amount of antimatter is needed to 

reach another star?



Computer voice: “Last question on the hyperspace physics
test:  If the matter and antimatter tanks on
a galaxy class starship are nine-tenths
depleted, calculate the intermix ratio
necessary to reach a star base 100 light
years away at warp factor 8”.

Clip is from the Star Trek (The Next Generation) Season 1 episode “Coming of Age”.
First aired 0n North American television on March 14, 1988.



Mordock: I must admit, Wesley, you have a very fast mind.

Wesley: Once I realized it was a trick question, there was
only one answer.

Mordock: Yes. There is only one ratio with matter-
antimatter–1:1.



…motivated by Science Fiction
Should we be worried about 

antimatter weapons? 

Clip is from the film “Angels and Demons”.
Released worldwide May, 2009.
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Where does antimatter come from?



…motivated by Science Fact

And where did it all go?







…motivated by Science Fact

What can antimatter 
practically be used for?



…motivated by Science Fact
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Positron 
Emission 
Tomography
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Merkel/Stoltenberg AntiMerkel/Stoltenberg



Relevant Prior 
Knowledge in Science

The following 
example uses the 
Ontario (Canada) 
Science Curriculum 
(2008).
http://www.edu.gov.
on.ca/eng/

for Grades 9 and 10
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Relevant Prior 
Knowledge in Science

Grade 4
“Demonstrate an understanding 
of light and sound as forms of 
energy that have specific 
characteristics and properties.”

Grade 5
“Demonstrate an understanding 
of the various forms and 
sources of energy and the ways 
in which energy can be 
transformed and conserved.”
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Relevant Curriculum 
Objectives

Grade 9

“Explain how different 
atomic models evolved 
as a result of 
experimental 
evidence.”

“Describe the 
characteristics of 
neutrons, protons, and 
electrons, including 
charge, location, and 
relative mass.”



Relevant Curriculum 
Objectives

Grade 10

“Identify and 
label the 
regions of the 
electromagne
tic spectrum.”



Another thought-provoking question:



What happens if you meet your 
anti-you?

Another thought-provoking question:



Me Anti-me

85 kg

300g à



Me

15354000000000000000
Joules of energy!

85 kg

300g à

Anti-me



15354000000000000000
Joules of energy!



15354000000000000000
Joules of energy!

E = mc2

E = ((85.300 x 2))(3.0 x 10  )

m = (85kg + 0.300 kg) x 2

c = 3.0 x 10   ms8          -1

E =

8 2



What should minimally be done?
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Consider the following…

And if your students want to know 
more…?











Feynman diagram for electron-electron
scattering









Feynman diagram for pair-production









Feynman diagram for annihilation
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Why do we want to do this?

“A little learning is a dangerous thing”.
Alexander Pope

“Two things are infinite: 
the universe and human stupidity. 
And I’m not sure about the universe”.
Albert Einstein



…and one more thing…
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CNGS – CERN neutrinos to Gran Sasso

Determine if any of the muon neutrinos have transformed into tau neutrinos



CNGS – CERN neutrinos to Gran Sasso

Determine if any of the muon neutrinos have mutated into tau neutrinos





Earth’s core is superheated by… 



Earth’s core is superheated by… 

…"mutant neutrinos” 



http://www.whowillsurvive2012.com/



+
The End Credits



+

Thanks to Christian Cheung 
NTNU(Norwegian University of Science 
and Technology) for help with the 
animations.



+

and

THANKS TO YOU!


